Determining extent of invasion and follow-up of thymic epithelial malignancies
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Abstract: Thymic malignancies may exhibit aggressive behavior such as invasion of adjacent structures and involvement of the pleura and pericardium. The role of imaging in the evaluation of primary thymic neoplasms is to properly assess tumor staging, with emphasis on the detection of local invasion and distant spread of disease, correctly identifying candidates for preoperative neoadjuvant therapy. Different imaging modalities are used in the initial investigation of thymic malignancies including chest radiography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET), in particular with [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). At this moment, CT is the most common imaging modality on the assessment of thymic malignancies. MRI has the benefit of no emission of damaging ionizing radiation reducing the radiation dose to the patient when compared with CT. For this reason, MRI has been playing an important role in the evaluation of tumor invasion and follow up imaging studies which becomes even more relevant in young patients or those patients with prior history of radiation therapy.
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Introduction

Thymic epithelial malignancies (TEM), including thymoma, thymic neuroendocrine tumors and thymic carcinomas, are rare intrathoracic malignant tumors although they are the most common primary neoplasms of the anterior mediastinum (1). The goal of imaging TEM is to diagnose, stage, and follow up for recurrence and treatment response. While assessing for tumor staging, imaging studies are helpful in searching for locally advanced or disseminated disease, as patients with advanced disease will receive neoadjuvant therapy prior to surgery (2). Despite technologic advancements in different imaging modalities over the last few decades including chest radiography, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET), in particular with [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), detection of tumor invasion is still challenging. Over this review, we will assess how these imaging modalities can be used for invasion assessment using direct and indirect signs. We will also review the proposed imaging follow-up after treatment.

Chest radiograph

Chest radiography is the initial imaging modality used when there is clinical suspicion of a mediastinal mass or TEM, with a detection rate of up to 80% of newly diagnosed TEM...
patients (3). TEM are depicted as a unilateral mediastinal mass with smooth or lobulated contours located anywhere from the thoracic inlet to the cardiophrenic angle. Although some forms of invasion or spread can be depicted with a chest radiograph, such as when there are large pleural metastases or when there is elevation of a hemidiaphragm as a result of phrenic nerve involvement, most metastases and/or local sites of invasion are too subtle to appreciate by chest radiography alone.

CT

CT is currently the imaging modality of choice for assessing TEM. CT is helpful in distinguishing TEM from other mediastinal tumors. It is useful for characterizing the primary tumor and staging the disease. CT demonstrates tumor location and morphology and is very helpful in detecting small tumors, which may present with a normal chest radiograph. CT readily displays the more aggressive direct features of TEM. For example, invasion of adjacent structures such as tumor invasion into adjacent vessels, the lung, chest wall, as well as pleural metastases or other distant organ metastases such as the lung, liver and bone. Just as in surgery, also with CT, it is often difficult to distinguish direct invasion from tumor adherence with no invasion, in particularly when assessing for local invasion into the mediastinal pleura or into the pericardium. Because of this, there have been attempts to find indirect signs for predicting local invasion and more distant metastatic disease. Initial studies focused on size based on surgery and assessed whether tumor size could predict loco regional spread or metastatic disease, demonstrated equivocal results (4-8). These studies were single institution small studies ranging from 58 (5) to 179 patients (8). Imaging studies have looked at size as well. Similar to the earlier surgical series, results of the CT series were equivocal (9-16), some showing a correlation of size with more advanced disease (12-16) others not (9-11). It is important to critically review these studies. They are all smaller studies from single institutions ranging from 45 (9) to 133 patients (11). Some studies correlated size with Masaoka stage I-II as compared to Masaoka stage III-IV (11-13,15), whereas others correlated Masaoka stage I to higher stages (II-III-IV) (14,16). Some incorporated into their statistics thymic carcinoma (9,10) and some did not (12,14,16). Only two of these studies (11,12) performed a multivariable analysis, and these two contradicted each other, one (12) showing a correlation of size with more advanced disease, the other (11), showing the size did not correlate with complete tumor resection. It was not until a more robust study was performed, using the International Thymic Malignancy Interest Group (ITMIG) retrospective database which had approximately 10,000 patients, that the tumor size issue was resolved. In this large cohort of patients, size did not correlate with more advanced disease or overall survival (17).

Aside from size, with CT, other imaging features of the primary tumor are readily appreciated and were assessed in small studies (12,14,16). Once again, the majority of these study lack a multivariable analysis. Of the two studies with multivariable analysis, a study looking at 99 thymoma patients (12) found that univariable analysis showed a correlation of advanced disease (Masaoka stage III-IV) with multiple imaging features of the primary tumor: when the primary tumor contained calcifications, was heterogeneous, lobulated, had infiltration of the fat surrounding it, had adjacent lung changes, abutted ≥50% of a vessel circumference. However, most of these did not survive the multivariable analysis. Only when the primary tumor was lobulated and infiltrated its surrounding fat, was it shown to be an independent predictor of advanced disease on the multivariable analysis. The other study with multivariable analysis (11) assessed 133 thymoma patients. It too, found multiple features of the primary tumor that correlated with advanced disease (Masaoka III-IV) in the univariable analysis, such as when the tumor was lobular, when fat planes around the primary tumor were lost, infiltration of fat surrounding the primary tumor, when the primary tumor abutted ≥50% of a vessel circumference, and when the tumor had adjacent lung changes. In this study, the authors only performed a multivariable analysis on the likelihood of these features to correlate with complete resection, and not surprisingly, many of these primary tumor features did not remain significant. In their multivariable analysis only when the primary tumor abutted ≥50% of a vessel circumference, was it an independent predictor of an incomplete resection. Although these two studies are similar looking at their univariable analysis, they differ in trying to find an independent primary tumor prognostic marker for a worse outcome. They both suffer from the same issue, and that is, the small number of patients investigated. Unfortunately, there is no current data from a large TEM database that incorporated within it, detailed imaging information of the primary tumor. We hope that in the future, perhaps via the ITMIG prospective database, such detailed imaging features of the primary tumor will be incorporated, to help us better predict the clinical T stage, and help us better tailor the
preoperative approach to the individual patient.

As far as nodal staging and distant metastatic staging, CT has a high sensitivity for detecting lesions suspicious for metastatic disease. However, as with any other staging, if such a lesion upstages the patient, a biopsy is recommended, as pulmonary nodules or liver nodules are not specific for metastatic disease and are often benign. In fact, the mere presence of pulmonary nodules in a staging CT for thymoma, does not correspond with advanced disease (11,12).

When ordering a chest CT for staging TEM, it is important to order and perform a contrast enhanced CT. The administration of contrast delineates the tumor borders better, enables evaluation of the vascular lumen and wall, all crucial for assessing local invasion (Figure 1). Intravenous contrast also helps in evaluating the upper abdomen for distant metastatic disease (Table 1).

**MRI**

In general, CT is considered the imaging modality of choice for investigation of TEM detection and staging. In the past, MRI was reserved for those patients with a contraindication to iodinated contrast-material used with CT such as patients with an iodine allergy and/or renal failure (18). However, MRI is very effective in the evaluation of TEM. Although it's spatial resolution is less than that of CT, its contrast resolution is superior to CT. This is particularly important in a disease like TEM, which tends to locally invade into mediastinal structures and through the pericardium and pleura. This improved contrast resolution is superior to CT in the detection of liver, and bone marrow metastases as well (Figure 2). There are few published studies on MRI's capabilities of

---

**Table 1** Direct imaging signs of tumor invasion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomical site</th>
<th>Direct local invasion</th>
<th>Distant disease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pleura</td>
<td>• Irregular contour with Lung</td>
<td>• Pleural thickening typically ipsilateral to the primary tumor (smooth, nodular or diffuse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessels</td>
<td>• Irregular luminal contour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Endoluminal soft tissue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vascular encasement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>• Pericardial thickening</td>
<td>• Pulmonary nodules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Direct tumor extension into cardiac wall and/or chambers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrenic nerve</td>
<td>• Elevation of the hemidiaphragm</td>
<td>• Assessment of all nodal stations but especially for those not routinely removed with the anterior mediastinal fat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>• Irregular tumor contour with the lung</td>
<td>• Liver nodule or mass (intravenous contrast is helpful for evaluating liver lesions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenopathy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>• Focal lytic and/or sclerotic bone lesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distant metastases, e.g., liver, bone</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 1 Sixty-three-year-old woman with headache and neck edema. Contrast enhanced chest CT was obtained for staging of a suspected thymoma and demonstrates direct extension of the mediastinal mass (M) into the superior vena cava, with only a sliver of the superior vena caval lumen (**) remaining, consistent with tumor invasion. CT is a useful tool to assess local tumor invasion but requires the use of intravenous iodinated contrast. CT, computed tomography.
staging TEM as compared to CT. An early pilot study of 24 patients recently presented shows they are quite similar (19). A study that compared the staging capabilities of MRI when assessing another thoracic malignancy which spreads along the pleura and tends to locally invade the chest wall showed that CT and MRI were similar in their staging capabilities, but diaphragmatic invasion and focal chest wall invasion, were more readily detected by MRI (20). A study comparing the staging capabilities of MRI as compared to CT in 64 patients with TEM showed MRI to be superior to CT (21). Although one study assessing diffusion weighted imaging in 30 patients with TEM showed that statistically, lower apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values were associated with more advanced disease, the study incorporated thymic carcinoma patients which may have skewed the results. Even taking that into account, there was great overlap in these ADC values between early and more advanced disease making this clinically difficult to use (22). An additional study assessing 37 patients with TEM demonstrated that ADC analysis may assist in differentiating early versus advanced stage disease and different histologic subtypes (23). In another study of 41 TEM patients, ADC values could not discriminate early from more advanced staging (24).

All of these published MRI studies are small, but initial data does suggest that MRI is at least as accurate as CT in staging TEM, and may have an advantage in select cases. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of MRI is the length of the examination. Chest CT is acquired within a few seconds, and acquisition of a chest MRI currently takes 30 minutes or more. However, it is devoid of any ionizing radiation, its greatest advantage over CT. Thus, in select patient populations, in particularly in younger patients at risk for thymoma, such as patients with myasthenia gravis or multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1 annually screened for a thymic carcinoid, more thought should be given as to replacing the routine CT with MRI.

**PET-CT**

Integrated FDG PET/CT is an important diagnostic tool for the diagnosis, clinical staging, and outcome of intrathoracic malignancies, especially in patients with non-small cell lung cancer (25). However, the precise role of FDG PET/CT in the management of TEM, in particularly thymoma, is unclear. This is because some of the thymomas do not show increased FDG uptake. In such cases, when the primary tumor does not accumulate FDG, the study cannot improve staging. In specific cases, FDG PET-CT may be helpful in the histological differentiation of thymic epithelial neoplasms such as type B3 thymoma and thymic carcinoma, which tend to have high FDG uptake (26). Even when dealing with an FDG avid TEM, the poor spatial resolution of the PET component of the study, far worse than the spatial resolution of CT or MRI, cannot improve on local T staging. The strength of staging with FDG has to do with nodal and distant metastatic spread, as has been proven with other thoracic malignancies. There have been no large-scale studies comparing the ability of FDG PET/CT in staging TEM. A small study looking at 33 patients with TEM, only showed an advantage to staging with
FDG in patients with thymic carcinomas (27). Unsuspected nodal involvement was detected by FDG uptake in 12% of patients with thymic carcinoma, missed by CT. One of the seven patients with pleural metastatic disease was detected by FDG PET, missed on the CT component of the study, again, a patient with thymic carcinoma (27).

In the past, a somatostatin analogue, Indium\(^{111}\) Octreotide was used for investigating TEM. However, the amount of Indium\(^{111}\) Octreotide uptake is variable and does not correlate with tumor size, histological type, staging, clinical behavior or prognosis. Both planar imaging and SPECT imaging only detect deposits >1.5 cm and miss pleural and pericardial disease readily identified by CT and MRI. Imaging with Indium\(^{111}\) Octreotide has been replaced with other somatostatin analogues, which are used for PET imaging because of the improved spatial resolution they have leading to better detection (3–6 versus 10–15 mm) (28.29). An example of such \(^{68}\)Ga-labeled somatostatin analogues is: \(^{68}\)Ga-DOTA-TATE or \(^{68}\)Ga-DOTA-try-octreotide (DOTATOC). Such agents are not suitable for staging, and are reserved for second line therapy decisions when octreotide therapy is considered.

**Follow-up imaging**

Identification of TEM recurrence is important as early detection improves survival (30,31). The ITMIG official follow-up recommendations are based on the histologic classification of TEM and stage (32). The behavior of TEM changes drastically from some indolent forms of thymoma to the more aggressive thymic carcinoma. The average time to recurrence of a completely resected thymoma has been found to be approximately 5 years (range of reported average, 3–7 years) (4,33–39). It is because of this that the follow-up after TEM treatment is lengthy, spanning many years. When choosing an imaging modality for the follow-up of TEM, one should take into consideration the patient’s age and the effects of multiple ionizing radiation imaging studies and life expectancy according to histology and stage.

ITMIG recommends at a minimum, annual chest CT scans for 5 years after surgical resection and then alternating annually with a chest radiograph until year 11, followed by annual chest radiographs alone (32). Resected stage III or IVa thymoma, thymic carcinoma, incomplete resection, or other high-risk tumors are suggested to undergo additional CT imaging every 6 months for 3 years. Obtaining a new “baseline” examination after resection when acute inflammatory effects have resolved (i.e., 4–12 weeks postoperatively) may be very useful for comparison. In this statement (32), ITMIG states that MRI may be useful instead of CT either for better visualization or to minimize cumulative radiation dose. It should be noted that there have been no published series assessing the accuracy of CT as compared to MRI in the follow-up of treated TEM patients. A recent retrospective study, presented (40) at the 9th ITMIG annual conference, assessed 22 patients with treated TEM who were followed with both CT and MRI. These imaging modalities showed relatively similar accuracies, with slight advantage of MRI in assessing pleural metastatic disease with direct involvement of the spinal canal, as well as an advantage in identifying bone marrow involvement. A disadvantage of MRI imaging after surgery was the use of sternal wires, which produced artifacts limiting the immediate retrosternal location at the level of these wires. Some of these artifacts were overcome by different MRI sequences, but because of this, the authors recommended alternating CT and MRI on follow-up. With the increasing popularity of minimally invasive surgical procedures, the number of patients undergoing tumor resection without sternal wires is expected to rise.

FDG PET-CT is not recommended for routine surveillance. This is predominantly due to the fact that thymomas may be non-FDG avid and the resolution of the PET component of the study is much lower than CT. However, in select cases, when a tumor is very aggressive with known high FDG uptake and a morphology difficult to technically measure, there may be some selective use for it, which may be considered on an individual basis, if it may change clinical management.

**Conclusions**

Thymic malignancies may exhibit aggressive behavior such as invasion of adjacent structures and involvement of the pleura and pericardium. The role of imaging in the evaluation of primary thymic neoplasms is to properly assess tumor staging, with emphasis on the detection of local invasion and distant spread of disease, correctly identifying candidates for preoperative neoadjuvant therapy. Different imaging modalities are used in the initial investigation of thymic malignancies including chest radiography, CT, MRI and FDG PET/CT. Although currently, CT has been the most commonly used imaging modality for staging and follow-up of TEM, there is an increasing trend to switch or alternate CT with MRI. Despite only small comparative studies available, it seems CT and MRI perform quite
similarly in the staging and follow-up of TEM, with MRI being devoid of ionizing radiation.
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